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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
Continuum mechanics has provided engineers with models that are useful for
numerous quantitative predictions. Navier-Stokes or Saint-Venant equations e.g.
provide one with realistic numerical simulations of fluid flows in various practical
situations. But real flows are complex, even water : in river floods for instance. And
engineers are mostly interested by particular real situations, with specific features
that are well observed but not easily predicted yet using generic models like NavierStokes or Saint-Venant : heat fluxes, the mixing of chemical species, the rheology of
non-Newtonian fluids, the fluctuations in turbulent flows etc. That is why one keeps
developing new flow models, on adding complexities to standard models.
At LHSV, given recent improved measurements of real fluid flows (see [5] and
Illustration 1. below for an example regarding floods), we aim at validated new flow
models, with a better quantitative description than standard models in specific
engineering situations. Numerical simulations are verified first, and a sound
mathematical framework is required to that aim.
Possible research topics are the construction of new models for complex flows with
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) [2,4], the construction of numerical schemes [1]
(for mathematically inclined students) and the numerical simulation of new models
[3] (for computer inclined students).

Required background of the student:
PDEs applied to field theories in physics (mechanics preferably), discretization
methods (Finite-Volume/Finite-Element), numerical analysis, scientific computing
(with Python/C++)
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Illustration 1: PhD thesis of Marina Oukacine (p. 116). Étude expérimentale et
numérique des écoulements à surface libre en présence d’obstacles émergés et
faiblement submergés. Université Paris-Est, 2019. tel-02948861

